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Decision of Administrative Law Judge: Reversed.

OPINION AND ORDER

The respondents appeal and the claimant cross-

appeals an administrative law judge’s opinion filed

August 16, 2017.  The administrative law judge found

that the claimant proved he sustained a compensable

injury.  After reviewing the entire record de novo, the

Full Commission reverses the administrative law judge’s

opinion.  The Full Commission finds that the claimant

did not prove he sustained a compensable injury.  

I.  HISTORY

The record indicates that Patrick E. Mulligan, now

age 53, became employed as Police Chief for the City of

Lonoke in January 2016.  The parties stipulated that
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“the employee-employer-insurance carrier relationship

existed on or about December 21, 2016.”  The claimant

testified on direct examination:

Q.  And tell us about the incident of the
21st.

A.  The 21st, I was standing at the PD, five
o’clock-ish a lady came in, and there was only
one officer on duty at that point, which was
Officer Jon Warren.  He was standing in the
office.  A lady came in and said there was a
handicap - a gentleman had - handicap road -
had in the middle of the road, I think it was
- anyway, had stopped there.  The battery was
dead....and Officer Warren, you know, he’s
pretty good, he jumped to it and said, “I’ll
go help him right away.”  Well, you know, he’s
got a patrol car, a small patrol car, so I
thought, well, let me run over there, because
I was fixing to go get my wife for the
candlelight service, I said let me run over
there and see if he’s okay.  So when I get
over there, he’s pulled to the side of the
road...So I backed my truck up.  You know,
I’ve got a three-quarter-ton truck, which is
about waist, you know, more than waist high on
me.  Jon is a little shorter than I am,
Officer Warren is.  And we picked it up.  We
had to pick it up at the base, put it in, then
scoot it in, you know, you couldn’t scoot it
too well, and scoot it in.  At that point, you
know, I felt something pop in my back and my
hip on the left side, just kind of a sting
type of deal, and I didn’t think too much
about it....

Q.  Okay.  You don’t think that you told
Officer Warren that you hurt your back?

A.  No, I don’t think I ever did.  Like I
said, it was real hurried.  There was traffic
everywhere.  I was trying to get somewhere
timeline, and it’s kind of like, you know, so
that’s pretty much what I remember.  
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The claimant testified that the respondent-employer

terminated his employment on December 22, 2016.  A City

Of Lonoke Bi-Weekly Time Sheet indicated that the

claimant was “Terminated/Resigned” on Thursday,

December 22, 2016.  The record does not show that the

claimant’s termination was in any way related to the

alleged accident.  

The claimant signed a Form AR-N, Employee’s Notice

Of Injury, on December 26, 2016.  The claimant wrote on

the Accident Information section of the Form AR-N that

the time of the alleged accident was 5:20 p.m. on

December 21, 2016.  The claimant wrote on the Form AR-N

that he notified the employer on December 26, 2016 at

3:00 a.m.  The claimant wrote, “I was assisting Officer

Warren lift a handicap scooter (that had broke down)

into a truck - I then had to push it into the bed of

truck - We took scooter to citizen’s house and unloaded

it & pushed it.  Wheels didn’t move (battery dead) felt

a pop in back and hip.”      

An x-ray of the claimant’s lumbar spine was taken

on December 26, 2016, with the following findings:

There are 5 lumbar type vertebrae.  Alignment
is normal.  Vertebral body heights are
preserved.  No acute fracture or aggressive
osseous lesion is evident.  There is moderate
to severe disc space narrowing at the L4-5 and
L5-S1 levels.  A vacuum phenomenon is present
in the L4-5 disc.  There is mild sclerosis
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along the inferior plate of L4 and superior
plate of L5.  
IMPRESSION: Advanced degenerative disc disease
at the L4-5 and L5-S1 levels.  

In addition, a CT of the claimant’s lumbar spine 

was taken on December 27, 2016, with the following 

impression:

1.  L5-S1 disc osteophyte formation and
moderate facet arthropathy cause narrowing of
the left lateral recess with questionable
abutment of the descending left S1 nerve root. 
At least mild neural foraminal narrowing is
present at this level.
2.  L4-L5 disc osteophyte formation and
moderate facet arthropathy cause mild canal
stenosis and mild to moderate neural foraminal
narrowing.

   
Dr. Sherri Carter-Wyatt examined the claimant on 

December 27, 2016:

Patient here with complaint of lower back pain
and right upper back pain.  Says it started
tonight after he moved and lifted a motorized
scooter.  Said he lifted it up and was trying
to put [it] in a truck when he felt a pop in
his lower back towards the left.  Since then
he has had this burning pain that goes into
the left buttocks and down the back of his
left leg....States he has chronic low back
pain and has had some pain shooting into his
leg before but this is worse....

Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  He
exhibits tenderness.  He exhibits no edema. 
Patient has tenderness with palpation in the
musculature around the left scapula but he has
no bony tenderness with palpation of the
cervical or thoracic spine.  He does have some
tenderness with palpation lower lumbar spine
and some tenderness in the lumbar musculature
bilateral.  There is no trigger point pain
with palpation over the buttocks or hip.  He
has full range of motion at the back and
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bilateral lower extremities.  No obvious
deformity....

Findings show some evidence of chronic issues
now with exacerbated pain from straining
lifting the scooter, will treat
symptomatically and have him follow up with
his PCP and neurosurgery....

X-ray of the hip shows no acute fractures
dislocations.  X-ray of the lumbar spine shows
a diffuse changes (sic) and question of a
abnormalities (sic) so CT scan was done.  O2
some degenerative disc disease and some facet
arthropathy but no acute fractures or
subluxations.  

Dr. Carter-Wyatt diagnosed “Arthropathy: DDD

(Degenerative disc disease), lumbar: Musculoskeletal

pain: Sciatic pain, left.”  Dr. Carter-Wyatt planned

conservative treatment which included prescription

medication.  

Randy Mauk signed a statement dated December 27,

2016 which detailed in part, “On 12-23-2016, Chief

Mulligan came to the police department at approximately

noon.  He came to pick up the rest of his property.  I

saw Mulligan carry boxes to his truck from across the

street and load the things in his truck.  I then pulled

up as he was talking to Lieutenant Cole.  He spoke to me

about wanting to come to a class.  He never mentioned

anything about him being injured or hurt.  There wasn’t

even an incident brought up to me that he was hurt and

was moving around just fine....”    
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Jon Warren signed a letter on December 31, 2016:

On December 21, 2016 at approximately 1800
hours, I Officer Jon Warren visually noticed a
middle-aged male in a motorized wheelchair
traveling South on South Center Street in the
vicinity of Ash Street.  Once I made contact
with the gentleman, he stated that he was
headed home when his wheelchair battery
died....I proceeded to push him in his
wheelchair to his residence, when Chief
Mulligan drove up in his personal owned
vehicle and stated that he and I will lift the
wheelchair into the bed of the truck and the
gentleman will ride in my patrol car to his
residence.

Once arriving, Chief Mulligan backed up to the
sidewalk of apartment, G2.  Chief Mulligan and
myself lifted the wheelchair on each side and
placed the wheelchair on the sidewalk.  I
pushed the wheelchair to the door of G2, where
the gentleman stated that he will proceed to
get it in by himself.

During this task of lifting the wheelchair in
and out of Chief Mulligan’s pickup bed, I did
not hear any crepitus or popping.  Chief
Mulligan did not mention anything about moving
incorrectly, hurting himself; nor, did I
visually notice any physical or emotional
signs of distress before, during or after
helping move the wheelchair.  

The claimant treated at Baptist Health Family

Clinic Lakewood on February 27, 2017: “1.  Back pain

Onset: 2 months ago....Context: bending over and lifting

a heavy object....Injured back lifting scooter at work

as a police officer.  Has attempted to go through

workman’s comp, but was told his injury was not job

related.  Had ER visit after his injury in December at

the Baptist ER.  Felt pop in back at time of the
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injury.”  Physical examination of the claimant showed

“Spasm; moderate; lumbar spasm.”  Dr. Richard Heck’s

assessment on February 27, 2017 was “Chronic bilateral

low back pain with left-sided sciatica.”  Dr. Heck

recommended “MRI of L-spine for further evaluation.  CT

from the ER suggested possible S1 nerve impingement. 

May need neurosurgery evaluation.”

A pre-hearing order was filed on March 28, 2017. 

The claimant contended, among other things, that

“admitted compensable injuries were sustained on

December 21, 2016 and the claimant is entitled to

corresponding benefits.”  The parties stipulated that

“the respondents controvert this claim in its entirety.” 

The respondents contended that “the claimant suffered

from pre-existing degenerative issues with his lower

back and did not suffer a compensable injury on

December 21, 2016.”  

The parties agreed to litigate the following

issues:

1.  Compensability of alleged specific
incident low back injury.
2.  Temporary total disability benefits from
December 30, 2016 to a date yet to be
determined.
3.  Medical.
4.  Attorney’s fees.

After a hearing, an administrative law judge filed

an opinion on August 16, 2017.  The administrative law
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judge found that the claimant proved he sustained a

compensable injury on December 21, 2016 but that the

claimant did not prove he was entitled to temporary

total disability benefits.  The respondents appeal the

finding of compensability to the Full Commission.  The

claimant cross-appeals the finding that the claimant did

not prove he was entitled to temporary total disability

benefits.   

II.  ADJUDICATION

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(Repl. 2012) provides,

in pertinent part:

(A) “Compensable injury” means:
(I) An accidental injury causing internal or
external physical harm to the body ... arising
out of and in the course of employment and
which requires medical services or results in
disability or death.  An injury is
“accidental” only if it is caused by a
specific incident and is identifiable by time
and place of occurrence[.]  

A compensable injury must be established by medical

evidence supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D)(Repl. 2012).  “Objective findings”

are those findings which cannot come under the voluntary

control of the patient.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(16)(A)(i)(Repl. 2012).  Objective medical evidence

is necessary to establish the existence and extent of an

injury, but it is not essential to establish the causal

relationship between the injury and the job.  Wal-Mart
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Stores, Inc. v. Leach, 74 Ark. App. 231, 48 S.W.3d 540

(2001), citing Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. VanWagner, 337

Ark. 443, 990 S.W.2d 522 (1999).    

The employee has the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a

compensable injury.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(E)(I)

(Repl. 2012).  Preponderance of the evidence means the

evidence having greater weight or convincing force. 

Metropolitan Nat’l Bank v. La Sher Oil Co., 81 Ark. App.

269, 101 S.W.3d 252 (2003).  It is the duty of the Full

Commission to enter findings in accordance with the

preponderance of the evidence and not on whether there

is substantial evidence to support the administrative

law judge’s findings.  See Roberts v. Leo Levi Hospital,

8 Ark. App. 184, 649 S.W.2d 402 (1983), citing Jones v.

Scheduled Skyways, Inc., 1 Ark. App. 44, 612 S.W.2d 333

(1981).  The Full Commission has the duty to decide the

case de novo and we are not bound by the

characterization of evidence adopted by the

administrative law judge.  Tyson Foods, Inc. v. Watkins,

37 Ark. App. 230, 792 S.W.2d 348 (1990).    

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “1.  The claimant has established by a

preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a

compensable injury to his lower back on December 21,
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2016.”  The Full Commission finds that the claimant did

not prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he

sustained a compensable injury.  In workers’

compensation cases, the Commission functions as the

trier of fact.  Blevins v. Safeway Stores, 25 Ark. App.

297, 757 S.W.2d 569 (1988).  The Commission is not

required to believe the testimony of the claimant or any

other witness but may accept and translate into findings

of fact only those portions of the testimony it deems

worthy of belief.  Farmers Co-op v. Biles, 77 Ark. App.

1, 69 S.W.3d 899 (2002).  An administrative law judge’s

findings with regard to credibility are not binding on

the Full Commission.  See Roberts, supra.  

The Full Commission finds in the present matter

that the claimant was not a credible witness.  The

claimant contends that he sustained a compensable injury

on December 21, 2016 while assisting Officer Jon Warren

with lifting a heavy motorized wheelchair.  The claimant

called several witnesses to testify at hearing in an

attempt to corroborate the claimant’s history. 

Nevertheless, Officer Warren was the only individual

present with the claimant at the time of the alleged

accidental injury.  Jon Warren expressly stated on

December 31, 2016, “Chief Mulligan did not mention

anything about moving incorrectly, hurting himself; nor,
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did I visually notice any physical or emotional signs of

distress before, during or after helping move the

wheelchair.”  Jon Warren testified at hearing and

credibly corroborated his signed statement.  The Full

Commission finds based on the record that Jon Warren was

a credible witness.

The respondents terminated the claimant’s

employment on Thursday, December 22, 2016.  The record

shows that the claimant’s termination was based on

unsatisfactory work performance and was not causally

related to the alleged incident of December 21, 2016, on

which date the claimant now contends he injured his

back.  We note that the Dispatcher’s Log included of

record did not mention an injury or accident occurring

on December 21, 2016.  The claimant contends that he was

unable to timely report the alleged accident, asserting

that the respondent-employer’s offices were closed for

several days beginning approximately December 23, 2016. 

Nevertheless, the Commission notes that the claimant

made no effort on December 22, 2016, when he was on the

respondent-employer’s premises, to inform the

respondents that he had allegedly injured his back the

previous evening.  The claimant did not submit a Form

AR-N, Employee’s Notice Of Injury, until approximately

3:00 a.m. on December 26, 2016.  
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The Full Commission finds in the present matter

that the claimant was not a credible witness.  The Full

Commission finds that the claimant did not prove that he

sustained an accidental injury causing internal or

external physical harm to the body.  The claimant did

not prove that he sustained an injury which arose out of

and in the course of employment, required medical

services, or resulted in disability.  The Full

Commission notes from the record that, when the claimant

first sought medical treatment, he informed Dr. Carter-

Wyatt that an accident had allegedly occurred on or

about December 26, 2016 rather than December 21, 2016. 

Dr. Carter-Wyatt reported on December 27, 2016, “Patient

here with complaint of lower back pain and right upper

back pain.  Says it started tonight after he moved and

lifted a motorized scooter.  Said he lifted it up and

was trying to put in a truck when he felt a pop in his

lower back and towards the left [emphasis supplied].”

The Full Commission recognizes that a claimant is

not required to identify a precise time and numerical

date upon which an injury allegedly occurred; rather,

the claimant must prove that the occurrence of the

injury is capable of being identified.  Edens v.

Superior Marble & Glass, 346 Ark. 487, 58 S.W.3d 369

(2001).  In the present matter, the claimant informed
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Dr. Carter-Wyatt that the accident allegedly occurred on

or about December 26, 2016 rather than December 21,

2016.  This was further evidence demonstrating that the

record did not corroborate the claimant’s testimony. 

The claimant did not prove that he sustained an injury

which was caused by a specific incident or was

identifiable by time and place of occurrence on

December 21, 2016 or any other date.  

After reviewing the entire record de novo,

therefore, the Full Commission reverses the

administrative law judge’s finding that the claimant

proved he sustained a compensable injury.  This claim is

respectfully denied and dismissed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.           

SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

CHRISTOPHER L. PALMER, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the record in this

claim, I dissent from the majority opinion, finding that
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the claimant did not prove he sustained a compensable

injury.

Factual and Medical Background

The claimant is 53 years old and worked for

the respondent-employer as the chief of police.  The

claimant testified that he injured his lower back on

December 21, 2016 while assisting a fellow police

officer, Jon Warren, move a citizen’s electric

wheelchair to the citizen’s residence.  According to the

claimant, he felt a pop in his back when he and Warren

lifted the electric wheelchair in the back of his truck.

The claimant sought treatment on December 27,

2016 in the emergency department at Baptist Health

Medical Center - North Little Rock.  The claimant was

treated by Dr. Sherri Carter-Wyatt.  The claimant

presented with the chief complaint of “back injury”. 

The records from this visit give the following history:

Patient here with complaint of lower
back pain and right upper back pain. 
Says it started tonight after he
moved and lifted a motorized
scooter.  Said he lifted it up and
was trying to put in a truck when he
felt a pop in his lower back and
toward the left. ...

Dr. Carter-Wyatt diagnosed the claimant with

arthropathy, lumbar degenerative disc disease,

musculoskeletal pain, and sciatic pain (left) and
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treated the claimant with, inter alia, Flexeril “3 times

daily for muscle spasm”.  On February 27, 2017 Dr.

Richard Heck noted that he detected a moderate spasm in

the claimant’s lumbar spine during his physical

examination.

Several witnesses testified at the hearing of

this matter.  Officer Dale Peters who worked for the

Sherwood Police Department testified that he recalled a

conversation with the claimant where he mentioned having

back discomfort after lifting an electric wheelchair. 

Officer Peters stated that he believes the conversation

with the claimant occurred before he found out the

claimant had been fired.  Officer Peters testified that

he learned that the claimant was fired on the same day

that the claimant was fired.

Matthew Mulligan, who is the claimant’s son,

testified that he learned about his father’s termination

in a telephone conversation on the Thursday that it

occurred.  Matthew Mulligan testified that he observed

his father hobbling for two days and asked the claimant

what was going on.  The claimant explained to Matthew

that he hurt his back when he helped an older man whose

wheelchair died in the road.

Tim Lawson, a former bailiff and probation

officer in Lonoke, testified that he recalled the
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claimant asking for help moving boxes on Friday,

December 23, 2016.  Lawson testified that the claimant

did not go into any detail as to how he hurt his back. 

Lawson testified that he had never known the claimant to

have problems with his back previously.  Lawson

testified further that the claimant later told him about

hurting his back lifting a little motorized vehicle.

Joshua Willingham testified that he recalled

the claimant calling him at approximately 6:00 p.m. on

December 21, 2016 stating that he had picked up a

scooter and may have strained his back.  Willingham

testified that it was not possible that the conversation

with the claimant occurred after December 22, 2016

because he left town for his sister’s house on

December 23, 2016.  Willingham also testified that the

conversation about the scooter occurred before he

learned that the claimant had been fired.

Ethan Mulligan, another of the claimant’s

sons, testified that he was away from home from Monday

until Saturday (Christmas Eve).  Ethan testified that

when he got back home, he observed his father and asked

what was wrong with his back.  Ethan testified that his

father said that he had lifted a handicap wheelchair to

get it out of the street a few days before.
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The claimant’s wife, Leta Mulligan, testified

that she became aware that the claimant was having a

physical problem on the day that it happened.  Mrs.

Mulligan testified that the claimant described helping

another officer move a scooter out of the street and

feeling something pull.  According to Mrs. Mulligan, the

claimant had not previously had problems with is back.

When questioned regarding the delay in

reporting his injury, the claimant explained that

initially he felt only a stinging sensation and planned

to take care of it the next day.  However, the claimant

was fired the next day, which was a Thursday, and Friday

through Monday the city government offices were closed

for the holidays.   

Police logs verify that the claimant and

Officer Warren moved an individual’s power chair out of

the road on the evening of Wednesday, December 21, 2016. 

On December 22, 2016 Mayor McGee informed the claimant

that his employment was going to end effective

December 29, 2016.  The offices of the respondent-

employer were closed for the four day period between

Friday, December 23, 2016 and Monday, December 26, 2016. 

The claimant did not report his low back injury until

Monday, December 26, 2016 when he presented at the

police station to complete workers’ compensation forms.
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Opinion

For the claimant to establish a compensable

injury as a result of a specific incident, the following

requirements of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i)(Repl.

2002), must be established: (1) proof by a preponderance

of the evidence of an injury arising out of and in the

course of employment; (2) proof by a preponderance of

the evidence that the injury caused internal or external

physical harm to the body which required medical

services or resulted in disability or death; (3) medical

evidence supported by objective findings, as defined in

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4)(D), establishing the

injury; and (4) proof by a preponderance of the evidence

that the injury was caused by a specific incident and is

identifiable by time and place of occurrence.  Mikel v.

Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938

S.W.2d 876 (1997). 

A pre-existing disease or infirmity does not

disqualify a claim if the employment aggravated,

accelerated, or combined with the disease or infirmity

to produce the disability for which compensation is

sought.  See, Nashville Livestock Commission v. Cox, 302

Ark. 69, 787 S.W.2d 664 (1990); Conway Convalescent

Center v. Murphree, 266 Ark. 985, 585 S.W.2d 462 (Ark.

App. 1979); St. Vincent Medical Center v. Brown, 53 Ark.
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App. 30, 917 S.W.2d 550 (1996).  The employer takes the

employee as he finds him.  Murphree, supra.  In such

cases, the test is not whether the injury causes the

condition, but rather the test is whether the injury

aggravates, accelerates, or combines with the condition.

A medical provider’s observations of muscle

spasms and medication prescriptions for muscle spasms,

can each be sufficient to satisfy the objective findings

requirement.  See Edens v. Superior Marble & Glass, 346

Ark. 487, 58 S.W.3d 369 (2001); Continental Express,

Inc. v. Freeman, 339 Ark. 142, 4 S.W.3d 124 (1999); and

Fred’s Inc. v. Jefferson, 361 Ark. 258, 206 S.W.3d 238

(2005).

The claimant’s low back injury meets all the

requirements of compensability.  The claimant was

injured in a specific incident in the course and scope

of employment.  The claimant testified that on

December 21, 2016, he sustained an injury to his lower

back when he assisted in lifting a motorized wheelchair

unto his truck.  The claimant gave a consistent history

when he visited the emergency department on December 27,

2016.  Also, the claimant consistently gave the same

explanation for his injury to his wife, sons, Officer

Peters, Tim Lawson and Joshua Willingham.  Additionally,

although Officer Warren did not notice the claimant’s
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injury, he verified that he and the claimant moved a

motorized wheelchair for an individual on December 21,

2016 as a part of their job duties as police officers. 

There were also objective findings of the

claimant’s low back injury.  The medical evidence

supported by objective findings include Dr. Carter-

Wyatt’s Flexeril prescription for muscle spasm and Dr.

Heck’s detection of moderate spasm in the claimant’s

lumbar spine.

The medical evidence confirms that the

claimant was suffering from degenerative disc disease;

however, the employer takes the employee as it finds

her, and employment circumstances that aggravate pre-

existing conditions are compensable. See, Nashville

Livestock Comm’n, supra.  The present case is analogous

to Leach v. Cooper Tire & Rubber Co., 2001 Ark. App. 571

(2011).  In Leach the claimant was crushed between two

conveyor belts and suffered injuries to his back.  The

Court of Appeals upheld the Commission’s decision that

Leach’s back injury was compensable.  In determining

that Leach suffered a compensable aggravation of a pre-

existing condition, the Commission relied on the fact

that Leach’s pre-existing condition was asymptomatic

prior to the work accident.  The court agreed and held

that the claimant’s back injury was compensable as a new
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injury, or at the very least, an aggravation of his

previously asymptomatic degenerative condition pursuant

to A.C.A. §11-9-102(4)(A)(I) (Supp. 2009).  

Here, as in Leach, the claimant was able to

perform his position without limitations or restrictions

prior to his work accident.  The claimant gave credible

testimony that he had not seen a physician for any back

issues for more than five years prior to his work

injury.  Also, the claimant testified that he was very

active prior to his injury at work; however, after his

work accident, he was no longer able to participate in

some of his usual activities such as hunting and

fishing.  Because the claimant’s degenerative condition

was asymptomatic prior to the accident and became

symptomatic thereafter, and since all the other

requirements of compensability have been satisfied, the

claimant’s low back injury is compensable as a new

injury or at least an aggravation of his previously

asymptomatic degenerative condition.

Although the majority found the claimant not

to be a credible witness, I do not agree with this

assessment.  I found the claimant’s testimony to report

how his back injury occurred to be credible.  As

indicated above, the claimant consistently told several

people about how and when his injury occurred.  The
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claimant was also quite candid about his reasons for not

contacting the mayor directly regarding his injury.  The

claimant explained that after being fired he was

embarrassed and upset and did not want to speak with the

person who had fired him.

Based on the aforementioned, I find that the

claimant has established by a preponderance of the

evidence that he sustained a compensable injury to his

lower back.

For the foregoing reasons, I must dissent from

the majority opinion.

PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


